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Preheating in hybrid inflation
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We investigate the possibility of preheating in hybrid inflation. This scenario involves at least two scalar
fields: the inflaton fieldf, and the symmetry breaking fields. We found that the behavior of these fields after
inflation, as well as the possibility of preheating~particle production due to parametric resonance!, depends
crucially on the ratio of the coupling constantl ~self-interaction of the fields! to the coupling constantg2

~interaction off ands!. For l@g2, the oscillations of the fields soon after inflation become very small, and
all the energy is concentrated in the oscillating fieldf. For l;g2 both fieldss and f oscillate in a rather
chaotic way, but eventually their motion stabilizes, and parametric resonance with production ofx particles
becomes possible. Forl!g2 the oscillations of the fieldf soon after inflation become very small, and all the
energy is concentrated in the oscillating fields. Preheating can be very efficient if the effective masses of the
fields f ands are much greater than the Hubble constant at the end of inflation, since those fields can then
oscillate many times pere-fold, with a large amplitude. Preheating can also be efficient if these fields are
coupled to other light scalar~or vector! fieldsx. In the recently proposed hybrid models with a second stage of
inflation after the phase transition, both preheating and usual reheating are inefficient. Therefore for a very long
time the universe remains in a state with vanishing pressure. As a result, density contrasts generated during the
phase transition in these models can grow and collapse to form primordial black holes. Under certain condi-
tions, most of the energy density after inflation will be stored in small black holes, which will later evaporate
and reheat the universe.@S0556-2821~98!04510-X#

PACS number~s!: 98.80.Cq
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I. INTRODUCTION

In most inflationary models the energy density at the e
of inflation is released when the scalar field oscillates n
the minimum of its potential, creates elementary partic
which later collide, decay into other particles, and eventua
thermalize via various interactions@1#. The original version
of the theory of reheating of the universe was based on
idea that the oscillating scalar field can be considered a
collection of scalar particles, each of which decays indep
dently @2#. This simple picture, based on perturbation theo
is indeed valid in many inflationary models. However, r
cently it was shown that in many versions of chaotic inflati
there is an additional stage when the oscillating scalar fi
produces other fields in a regime of parametric resona
This regime was called ‘‘preheating’’@3#. The process is
nonperturbative and in certain cases it can be extremely
ficient. It may change the final value of the temperature
the universe after reheating@3,4#, it may lead to specific non
thermal phase transitions@5#, and it may provide a new
mechanism for the generation of the baryon asymmetry@6#.
For a detailed discussion of the theory of preheating see@7,8#
and references therein.

In this paper we will discuss preheating in the context
hybrid inflation models@9#. These models became rath
popular lately because they can be relatively easily form
lated in the context of supersymmetric theories. They all
inflation to occur at very small values of scalar fields, and
a relatively small energy density, which removes some
strictions on inflationary models that previously seemed
570556-2821/98/57~10!/6075~14!/$15.00
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most unavoidable. This scenario is also interesting from
point of view of microwave background anisotropies a
large scale structure because it provides natural models
tilted primordial spectra of density perturbations@10#.

Hybrid inflation models describe at least two classic
scalar fields,f ands. After the end of inflation both of these
fields oscillate, and the energy of their oscillations can
transferred to the production off ands particles, or to the
energy of other particles interacting with these fields.

The investigation of reheating in these models sho
consist of several steps. First of all, one should study
oscillations of the fieldsf and s after inflation, neglecting
particle production. Until now, this important question w
only partially analyzed in some special situations. As we w
show, the behavior of these two fields after inflation crucia
depends on the relation between coupling constants in
theory. In some cases soon after inflation one of these fi
rapidly relaxes near the minimum of the effective potenti
whereas the other one continues to oscillate. Then all
energy after inflation is concentrated in this one field, a
reheating occurs due to its decay. We will show how to fi
which of the two fields will play this role. In some othe
cases, the motion of these two fields becomes chaotic. B
of these fields oscillate simultaneously, and their ene
transfers from one field to another many times during th
oscillations. Without investigation of this issue one cann
achieve a proper understanding of reheating in hybrid in
tion.

The second issue to study is the possibility of a parame
resonance which would transfer energy of the homogene
6075 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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6076 57JUAN GARCÍA-BELLIDO AND ANDREI LINDE
oscillating classical fieldsf ands to the energy of elemen
tary particlesf ands. As we will see, this process in gener
is possible, but typically it is not very efficient. Then on
should analyze a possibility of a resonant decay of the fie
f ands to some other scalar or vector particles.

When this investigation is completed, one should stu
other channels of decay of the classical fieldsf ands, such
as the usual~non-resonant! decay to their own quanta an
into other particles in accordance to the elementary theor
reheating@2#. Indeed, as it was shown in Ref.@7#, this is a
separate process, which differs from the resonant deca
the limit when parametric resonance becomes inefficient

Until now, investigation of reheating in hybrid inflatio
concentrated on the non-resonant decay of the fieldsf ands,
see e.g.@11#. The results obtained by this method may
quite correct in some models where there is no parame
resonance, but if parametric resonance is possible, then
theory of reheating becomes completely different.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate this issue.
paper is not going to be a complete study of preheating
hybrid inflation. We will restrict ourselves to the investig
tion of the first stages of preheating in hybrid inflation, whi
is sufficient to identify the models where preheating m
occur. A complete investigation of preheating in hybrid i
flation can be achieved using the analytical methods de
oped in@7#, together with numerical lattice simulations alon
the lines of Refs.@12#.

The main part of our paper will be devoted to the stand
version of hybrid inflation with one stage of inflation. On
may also consider inflationary models with two stages
inflation @13#. We will show that in such models both pre
heating and usual reheating are inefficient. However, un
some conditions reheating in such models may be rathe
ficient, but it occurs in a rather unusual way. In a rec
paper@14# we have shown that large density perturbatio
could be produced in such models at the time correspon
to the beginning of the second stage of inflation. In that ca
large density contrasts re-enter the horizon during the ra
tion era and can collapse to form black holes. Radiation p
sure may prevent the formation of primordial black hole
unless their density contrast is of order one. However, if
process of reheating after inflation is very inefficient, th
pressure after inflation will be negligible, and nothing w
prevent the formation of primordial black holes. If the
black holes have a mass of order 1025– 1029 g, they will
evaporate very early and reheat the universe@14#, producing
all the entropy we observe today. This is a very interest
possibility which needs to be further explored.

II. THE STAGE OF HYBRID INFLATION

The simplest realization of chaotic hybrid inflation is pr
vided by the potential@9#

V~f,s!5
1

4l
~M22ls2!21

1

2
m2f21

1

2
g2f2s2. ~1!

The bare massesm and M of the scalar fieldsf and s are
‘‘dressed’’ by their mutual interaction. At large values of th
fields, their effective masses squared are both positive
the potential has the symmetrys↔2s. At small values of
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the fieldf, the potential has a maximum atf5s50 and a
global minimum atf50,s5s0[M /Al, where the above
symmetry is broken.

The complete equations of motion for the homogene
fields are

f̈13Hḟ52~m21g2s2!f, ~2!

s̈13Hṡ5~M22g2f22ls2!s, ~3!

subject to the Friedmann constraint,

H25
8p

3MP
2 F1

2
ḟ21

1

2
ṡ21V~f,s!G . ~4!

Motion starts at largef, where the effective mass of thes
field is large and the field is sitting at the minimum of th
potential ats50. As the fieldf decreases, its quantum fluc
tuations produce an almost scale invariant but slightly til
spectrum of density perturbations@9,15,16#.

During the slow-roll of the fieldf, the effective mass of
the triggering field isms

25g2f22M2. When the fieldf
acquires the critical valuefc[M /g, fluctuations of the
masslesss field trigger the symmetry breaking phase tran
tion that ends inflation. If the bare massM of the s field is
large compared with the rate of expansionH of the universe,
the transition will be instantaneous and inflation will en
abruptly, as in the original hybrid inflation model@9,17#. If
on the contrary the bare massM is of the order ofH, then
the transition will be very slow and there is a possibility
having yet a few moree-folds of inflation after the phase
transition, see Refs.@13,14#.

When s50 the inflaton potential becomesV(f)
5M4/4l1m2f2/2. Since the scalar fieldf is of the order of
fc5M /g, for m2!g2M2/l the energy density is dominate
by the vacuum energy,

H0
25

2p

3l

M4

MP
2 , ~5!

to very good accuracy@16#. At that times50, and one can
neglectf̈ in the equation of motion for the fieldf, so that

3H0ḟ52m2f. ~6!

It is then possible to integrate the evolution equation off,

f~N!5fcexp~rN !,

r .
m2

3H0
2 , ~7!

whereN5H0(tc2t) is the number ofe-folds to the phase
transition.

Quantum fluctuations of the inflaton fieldf produce long
wavelength metric perturbations,R5Hdf/ḟ, wheredf is
the amplitude of the field fluctuation when it crosses outs
the Hubble scale. These fluctuations give rise to a continu
spectrum of metric perturbations which can be computed
actly in the case of hybrid inflation@16#
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PR5
C~r !2

r 2

g2M2

6plMP
2 e22rN, ~8!

whereC(r )5G@3/22r #/2r G@3/2#, and the spectral tilt can
be evaluated as

n215
d ln PR~k!

d ln k
52r . ~9!

Note that the tilt is always greater than one in this mod
Observations made on a wide range of scales, from Cos
Background Explorer~COBE! Differential Microwave Radi-
ometer ~DMR! to CAT experiments, impose strong co
straints on the amplitude and tilt of the primordial spectru
@18#

PR1/25531025~0.9960.06!, ~10!

n50.9160.10. ~11!

In the limit m!H0 , we haver .m2/3H0
2, see Eq.~7!, and

C(r ).1. This means that the amplitude of the curvature p
turbation spectrum should satisfy@16#

g

lAl

M5

m2MP
3 .3.531025, ~12!

while the tilt of the spectrum is bounded by@15#

l

p

m2MP
2

M4 ,0.25. ~13!

III. THE END OF INFLATION AND THE ONSET
OF THE STAGE OF OSCILLATIONS

As we already mentioned, in the simplest version of
hybrid inflation scenario described above inflation ends
soon as the scalar fieldf decreases belowfc5M /g. It will
be important for us to investigate this process in a m
detailed way, because it prepares the stage for the proce
reheating which we are going to study. In particular,
should understand whether or not the ‘‘waterfall’’ process
symmetry breaking froms50 to usu5M /Al can be consid-
ered as a rolling down of ahomogeneousfield s.

According to the classical equations of motion, the fie
s50 cannot change its value because the first derivativ
the effective potential ats50 vanishes. The process o
spontaneous symmetry breaking in this case occurs du
the exponential growth of quantum fluctuations. Indeed,
field s has a ~negative! effective mass squared2m2(f)
5g2(f22fc

2), which vanishes at the critical point, but b
comes large and grows up tom(0)5M as the fieldf slides
towards f50. Quantum fluctuations of the scalar fields
with momentumk grow as expwkt, wherewk5Am22k2 and
k5uku. Symmetry breaking occurs due to the growth of flu
tuations with k,m. This process produces an inhomog
neous distribution of the fields with ^s&50.

The resulting distribution of the scalar fields is relatively
homogeneous on a scalel;m21 or even somewhat greate
@19# because the rate of exponential growth is maxima
k50, and the fluctuations withk.m do not grow at all.
l.
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However, in our case we have an additional complicati
the effective mass squared2m2(f)5g2(f22fc

2) changes
in time. In order to estimate a typical scale on which t
growth of the fields remains relatively homogeneous w
will do the following. We will find m2 as a function of time
Dt from the moment whenf5fc . The exponential growth
becomes efficient whenm;Dt21. Later, m(t) continues
growing, and all modessk which began growing at the mo
mentDt, will continue growing exponentially with approxi
mately equal speed, and eventually trigger a more rapid
tion of the fields, see the next two sections. This motio
will preserve initial homogeneity on a scale smaller th
m21;Dt, which we are now going to determine.

The motion of the fields during this stage occurs due t
the negative curvature of the effective potential,

m25g2~fc
22f2!'2g2fcuḟuDt52M2m2Dt/3H

5A2l/3pm2MP Dt.

Perturbations of the field begin to grow exponentially atDt
;m21, which gives

m3;Alm2MP. ~14!

Comparison ofm with H;M2/MPAl shows thatm@H un-
der the ‘‘waterfall condition’’lmMP

2@M3 which should be
satisfied in ordinary hybrid inflation@9#. This is violated,
however, in hybrid models with two stages of inflatio
@13,14#.

This means that within the timem21!H21 the mass
squared of the fields changes from being much greater th
H2 to being much smaller than2H2. Therefore there will be
no specific inflationary fluctuations of the fields with the
wavelengthH21, but instead we will have fluctuations o
this field with the wavelengthm21, which will give us the
typical scale of homogeneityl;m21;(m2MPAl)21/3.

Now we should compare this length with other charact
istic parameters which we will consider in our study of pr
heating. There are two orthogonal modes of oscillation n
the minimum of the effective potential, which we will en
counter in our discussion. The first mode corresponds to
oscillation of the fields at f50; the corresponding fre
quency is given bym̄s5&M . One can easily verify tha
m!M for lMP

2@m2, which is satisfied in all hybrid infla-
tion models. The only possible exception known to us is
model of Refs.@13, 14# with two different stages of inflation
we will discuss reheating in this model separately.

Another, orthogonal mode, corresponds to the freque
m̄f5gM/Al, see the next section. One can show thatm

!m̄f if m!1023MPl
1/2g23/4. This condition is also satis

fied in most versions of the hybrid inflation model.
The typical wavelength of perturbations produced

parametric resonance usually is not much different from
frequency of oscillations. Therefore our estimates indic
that in our investigation of preheating in the usual hyb
inflation one can treat the oscillating fieldsf and s as ho-
mogeneous.
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IV. PREHEATING

Here we are interested in the behavior of the fields a
the end of inflation, as the fields oscillate around th
minima, producing particles. The qualitative behavior is ve
different in two opposite limits, depending on the relati
between the couplingsl and g2, and independently of the
relation among the bare masses,m!H,M .

We will show that explosive preheating off ands par-
ticles is not very efficient in hybrid inflation. However, w
will consider an extra scalar fieldx, coupled to bothf ands,

V~x!5
1

2
h1

2 f2x21
1

2
h2

2s2x2, ~15!

which will allow explosive production ofx particles in hy-
brid inflation models for certain values ofh1 andh2 .

In order to study the production of particles of all field
we should analyze the equations of motion for the quan
fluctuations of the scalar fields. In linear perturbation the
we find

d̈fk13H ḋfk1S k2

a2 1mf
2 D dfk50, ~16!

d̈sk13H ḋsk1S k2

a2 1ms
2 D dsk50, ~17!

ẍk13Hẋk1S k2

a2 1mx
2Dxk50, ~18!

where the effective masses are

mf
2 5m21g2s21h1

2x2, ~19!

ms
253ls21g2f22M21h2

2x2,
~20!

mx
25h1

2f21h2
2s2. ~21!

The rate of expansion of the universe is important only
the first few oscillations. However, it does play a role
ending the parametric resonance regime, since modes
physical momentumk/a in a resonance band will be red
shifted by the expansion and fall out of the band, shutting
particle production in that mode. It is possible to take in
account the rate of expansion by redefining the fieldsw
5a3/2df, c5a3/2ds and X5a3/2x. Since the scale facto
soon goes likea}t2/3, the equations of motion for thes
fields are the same as Eqs.~16!–~18! but without the friction
term proportional to 3H. This will greatly simplify the
analysis, while still taking into account the rate of expansi

As we mentioned in the previous section, there are t
fundamental frequencies of oscillations near the minimum
the effective potential:m̄s5&M and m̄f5gM/Al. Also,
there are also two different scales of the fieldsf ands: fc

5M /g, ands05M /Al.
If l@g2, one hass0!f0 and m̄s@m̄f . In this case

oscillations of the fields tend to be insignificant. This field
tends to follow adiabatically the position of the minimum
its instantaneous effective potential depending on the va
r
r
y

m
y

ith

ff

.
o
f

e

of the slowly changing fieldf. Most of the energy of these
two fields will be concentrated in the oscillations of the fie
f. Thus the theory of reheating in this regime should d
scribe decay of the fieldf.

In the opposite limit,l!g2, one hass0@f0 and m̄s

!m̄f . In this case the situation is reversed. Oscillations
the fieldf tend to be insignificant. This field tend to follow
adiabatically the position of the minimum of its instant
neous effective potential depending on the value of
slowly changing fields. Most of the energy of these two
fields will be concentrated in the oscillations of the fields,
and the theory of reheating should describe decay of
field.

The situationl;g2 is more complicated. Both fields wil
oscillate with a comparable amplitude, transferring energy
each other in a rather chaotic way.

The constantsg andl could have in principle any value
as long as they satisfy the constraints~12! and ~13! put to-
gether:

g

Al

M

MP
,531025. ~22!

For M;1023MP, we haveg2!l, like in the usual hybrid
inflation @9#, while for M;10216MP, we can haveg2@l,
like in some hybrid models with two stages of inflatio
@13,14#. Finally there is a limiting caseg2;l, which ap-
pears in the simplest models of hybrid inflation based
supergravity, see e.g. Refs.@17,20,21,11#. Reheating in these
cases is completely different from each other. We will an
lyze the three different cases in the following sections.

A. Caseg2!l

There are two well-differentiated regimes, depending
the ratiom̄f /H5gM/AlH. For m̄f /H@1, the amplitude of
oscillations of the inflaton fieldf after inflation is large, of
order one, while form̄f /H&1, the amplitude could be very
small. For both large and small ratios, the motion after
phase transition goes along the ellipse

ls21g2f25M2, ~23!

in the plane~s,f!, see Fig. 1. As the fields grows towards
its minimum ats0 , the fieldf starts oscillating around zero
always along the ellipse. The main part of the oscillati
comes from thef field ~perpendicular to thes direction!, at
s.s0 :

f

fc
5F~ t !sin m̄ft. ~24!

In the case of Fig. 1, Eq.~24! is a good approximation for the
oscillations of the inflaton field, whereF0.1/15 andF(t)
}1/t, see Fig. 2. During the field’s oscillations, the rate
expansion satisfiesH(t)52/3t, which corresponds to a
dustlike era,a(t)}t2/3.

One should note that the details of the behavior of
fields f and s may vary, depending on relations betwe
different parameters of the theory. The results shown in F
1 and 2 correspond tol51, g5831024, M51023MP
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57 6079PREHEATING IN HYBRID INFLATION
;1016 GeV, m51.531027MP;231012 GeV. In this case
m̄f is of the same order asH at the beginning of oscillations
This is one of the main reasons why the amplitude of os
lations is so small. Note that the Hubble constant at the
ginning of oscillations is approximately ten times smal
than H0 . It is a very important circumstance, because
means that even before reheating begins, the energy de
drops down by about two orders of magnitude. There
essentially no oscillations of the fields, and the amplitude of
oscillations of the fieldf is relatively small.

However, one may consider models with different para
eters, such thatm̄f@H. For example, one may consider
model with l51, g50.035, M;1012 GeV and m

5103 GeV. In this casem̄f;105 H and the figures look
somewhat different: The amplitude of oscillations of the fie
s becomes noticeable, but still remains very small, wher
the initial amplitude of oscillations of the fieldf becomes
very large, comparable tofc . This allows for a long stage o
production off particles in the narrow resonance regim

FIG. 1. The trajectory in field space~s,f! after the end of in-
flation, along the ellipse (f/fc)

21(s/s0)251. Oscillations occur
aroundf50 ands5s0 . This figure corresponds tol51, g58
31024, M51023 MP, m51.531027 MP.

FIG. 2. The evolution after the end of inflation ofH/H0 , f/fc

ands/s0 , as a function of the number of oscillations of the fieldf,

N5m̄ft/2p.
l-
e-
r
t
ity
e

-

s

,

before the back reaction and the expansion of the unive
shifts the modes away from the resonance, see Ref.@7# and
below.

It is possible to compute the production of particles
both fields during these oscillations. Let us start with t
production of f-particles. The effective mass~19! of the
field f along the trajectory~23! becomes

mf
2 5m21

g2M2

l S 12
f2

fc
2D 1h1

2x2,

.m̄f
2 ~12F2sin2m̄ft !, ~25!

where we have neglectedm2!g2M2/l, see the discussion
before Eq.~5!, and definedm̄f[gM/Al. Initially ^x2&50,
while the fieldf oscillates around zero, see Eq.~24!. Sub-
stituting into Eq.~16!, we arrive at the Mathieu equation fo
the production off particles,

wk91@Af~k!22qfcos2z#wk50, ~26!

where primes denote derivatives with respect toz5m̄ft and

Af~k!5
k2

a2m̄f
2

1112qf , ~27!

qf5
F2

4
. ~28!

To investigate parametric resonance which leads to
production of f particles one should find exponential
growing solutions of the Mathieu equation~26! in an ex-
panding universe. A detailed explanation of this approach
preheating can be found in Ref.@7#; we will not repeat it
here. We will only recall that preheating can be especia
efficient in the regime whenAf(k)&2qf and qf*1/4,
which corresponds to a broad parametric resonance.
resonance appears not for allk, but only for thosek belong-
ing to the instability bands of the Mathieu equation. T
concept of stability/instability bands is very useful if one c
neglect the role of expansion of the universe; in a more g
eral case one should solve Eq.~26! numerically and find out
the modes which will grow specially fast. These modes w
dominate particle production.

For a complete investigation of preheating one also ne
to investigate those effects related to back reaction of p
duced particles and their rescattering@7,8,12#. We will make
some comments on this issue later, but we will mainly co
centrate on the first stages of preheating, where the co
sponding effects can be neglected. This approach will al
us to identify those versions of hybrid inflation where pr
heating may be efficient.

For the model described by Figs. 1, 2~with l51, g58
31024, M51023 MP, m51.531027 MP! the initial value
of q is extremely small,qf5F0

2/4.1023!1. For k.0, we
are in the narrow region of the first resonance band,A51. In
this case there are solutions of Eq.~26! that correspond to
exponential instabilities with occupation numbers of qua
tum fluctuations given bynk(t)}exp(2mkz), which can be
interpreted as particle production@3#. However, the effective
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6080 57JUAN GARCÍA-BELLIDO AND ANDREI LINDE
parameter 2mk;q will be extremely small and particle pro
duction will not be very efficient.

It is possible to evaluate the time it takes for a particu
modek to cross out of the resonance band,Dt;mkH

21, see
Ref. @3#. The occupation number then becomesnk

;exp(2mk
2m̄f /H). Explosive production shuts down whe

F4,32H/m̄f . In our model, this is true from the very be
ginning, and so we are confident that very little production
f-particles will occur.

In the models where the initial amplitude of the fieldf is
large~of the same order asfc!, production off particles can
be much more efficient. For example, in the model withl
51, g50.035,M;1012 GeV andm5103 GeV one has case
m̄f;105 H, which means that the field can make about 14

oscillations before expansion of the universe becomes im
tant. The initial value of the parameterq is about 1/4, see Eq
~28!. This corresponds to the narrow resonance regime in
second instability band of the Mathieu equation.

The resonance in the second instability band at smaq
typically is very narrow and inefficient. Moreover, on
should check carefully whether this band actually exists,
cause Eq.~26! is correct only when one neglects oscillatio
of the fields. Meanwhile these oscillations are not entire
negligible, so they may affect the narrow resonance in
second instability band. Indeed in our numerical investi
tion of the resonance in the coupled system of the fieldf
ands we did not find any evidence off particle production.
Even if this process happens, it is not really reheating; pa
metric resonance breaks the coherently oscillating fieldf
into a collection off particles. A subsequent perturbativ
decay off particles is necessary.

Let us consider now the production ofs-particles. The
effective mass~20! along the trajectory~23! becomes

ms
252M2S 12

f2

fc
2D 1h2

2x2,

.m̄s
2~12F2sin2m̄ft !, ~29!

where initially ^x2&50 and m̄s[&M . Substituting back
into Eq. ~17!, we arrive at the Mathieu equation for the pr
duction ofs particles,

ck91@As~k!22qscos 2z#ck50, ~30!

wherez5m̄ft and

As~k!5
k2

a2m̄f
2

1
m̄s

2

m̄f
2

12qs , ~31!

qs5
m̄s

2

m̄f
2

F2

4
. ~32!

The ratio m̄s
2/m̄f

2 52l/g2, while q.(l/g2)F2/2. SinceF
!2A2l/g in our case, we have thatA22q@Aq, i.e. far
above the resonance band, and therefore we expect no e
sive production ofs-particles from the oscillations of th
field f.
r

f

r-

e
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e
-

a-
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Moreover,s particles can neither be produced at the n
~perturbative! stage of the decay of the fieldf. Indeed, the
effective mass off-particles,m̄f;gM/Al, in the caseg2

!l, is much smaller than the mass of thes particles,&M ,
so the decay off particles is kinematically impossible. Thu
in this regime the fieldf cannot transfer its energy tos
particles.

It is possible, however, to parametrically amplify fluctu
tions of another scalar~or vector! field x, which interacts
with the fieldsf and s in accordance with Eq.~15!. Since
oscillations will occur aroundf50, while s.s0 , in order
to have particle production in this field we require that t
induced mass from the symmetry breaking fields be much
smaller than the corresponding oscillations from the infla
field f, h1

2f2@h2
2s0

2, which at the beginning of preheatin
corresponds to

lh1
2@g2h2

2 . ~33!

It is always possible to find couplingsh1 ,h2 that satisfy this
constraint. Eventually, when the amplitude of oscillations
the f field becomes

F~ t !,
h2g

h1Al
, ~34!

the explosive production ofx-particles will end. This may
happen before or after backreaction sets in, depending on
parameters of the model.

The corresponding Mathieu equation for the production
x-particles is given by

Xk91@A~k!22q cos 2z#Xk50, ~35!

where

A~k!5
k2

a2m̄f
2

12q, ~36!

q5
h1

2M2

g2m̄f
2

F2

4
. ~37!

Initially, q05(lh1
2/g4)F0

2/4.(lh1
2/g4) 1023, where we

have assumedh2 satisfies Eq.~33! and can be neglected
Sincel@g2, it is possible to find natural values of the p
rameterh1 that ensureq0@1. We are therefore in the broa
parametric resonance region and explosive production ox-
particles will occur. In this case there are solutions of E
~35! that correspond to exponential instabilities with occup
tion numbers of quantum fluctuations given by

nk~ t !5
vk

2 S uẊku2

vk
2 1UXkU2D 2

1

2

.
1

2
exp~2mkz!, ~38!

which can be interpreted as particle production@3#, where the
frequencyvk is given by
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vk
25

k2

a2 1h1
2f2. ~39!

We have shown the exponential growth of the occupat
number nk of x-particles in Fig. 3, which determines th
effective growth parametermk in the broad resonance regio
see Eq.~38!. The model parameters used arel51, h15g
5831024, M51023 MP, m51.531027 MP, for the typi-
cal momentumk5m̄f . In this case, the typical growth pa
rameter is relatively large,m.0.13, and particle production
will be very efficient. Furthermore, for a large range of co
plings we will enter the region of stochastic resonance,
Ref. @7#.

The present case is analogous to the case found in@7# for
a massive inflaton field, where we substitutem→m̄f

5gM/Al andg→h1 . All features found in that case will be
present here, for a certain range of parameters. For insta
back reaction will set in at the timet1 given by @7#

N15
m̄ft1

2p
5

5

8pm
ln

15

h1
.15, ~40!

when the expectation value of created particles satisfies

^x2&1.
m̄f

2

h1
2 5

g2M2

lh1
2 , ~41!

and the oscillating fieldf acquires a large effective mass. A
that time the parameterq becomes

q1
1/25

q0
1/2

4N1
.

h1Al

4g2 1024. ~42!

The efficiency of preheating at this stage is determined
the fraction of energy density in kinetic energy ofx particles,

^(¹x)2&15m̄f
2 fc

2F1
2q1

21/2, see Ref.@7#, which could be
very small compared with the energy density remaining
the oscillations of the inflaton field, ifq1@1.

FIG. 3. The exponential growth of the occupation numbernk of

x-particles, fork5m̄f , as a function of the number of oscillation

of the field f, N5m̄ft/2p. One can distinguish here the broa
stochastic resonance regime. The typical value of the growth
rameter ism.0.13 during the last stages of preheating.
n

-
e

ce,

y

n

Even after back reaction there is still production ofx-
particles in the broad resonance regime until the parametq
falls below 1/4, see Ref.@7#. At that time,

^x2&2.fc
2F2~ t2!5

4g2M2

lh1
2 q1

1/2, ~43!

where we have used the relationF2.F1q1
21/4 between the

amplitude of oscillations at both times, see@7#. At this time
the energy density is equally distributed between the kin
energy of thex particles and their interaction energy with th
field f. In that case,̂ (¹x)2&25m̄f

2 fc
2F2

2q1
1/25m̄f

2 fc
2F1

2 ,
see Ref.@7#. This result gets modified when including resca
tering of x particles with particles of the fieldf. The end of
preheating occurs slightly earlier, whenF r.2.5F1q1

21/4,
and the energy density is predominantly in the interact
energy between x particles and the field f, rx

;1022g2fc
4F r

4 .
A relevant question in the presence of preheating

whether non-thermal effects due to large occupation numb
of particles can restore the symmetry in thes field, see Ref.
@7#. For this to occur, we need that the effective mass in
false vacuum be positive at the end of preheating,

Vs9 ~0!52M21h2
2 ^x2&2 ~44!

5M2S 211
4g2h2

2

lh1
2 q1

1/2D .0.

~45!

We see that the condition for symmetry restoration in t
model requires

q1
1/25

q0
1/2

4N1
.

lh1
2

4g2h2
2 @1 , ~46!

see Eq.~33!. Unless the initial valueq0 is very large indeed,
it is very difficult to satisfy this condition. There is howeve
no fundamental reason why this should not happen, and,
consequence, non-thermal symmetry restoration could
principle be possible in this model for certain relations b
tween coupling constants. If this happens, the description
preheating given above will need to be modified.

Let us now study the opposite limit,l!g2, and see
whether there is parametric resonance production of parti
in that case.

B. Casel!g2

For l!g2, the most important mode of oscillations is th
oscillation of the fields near the minimum of the effective
potential ats05M /Al. The initial stages of oscillations ca
be very complicated. Depending on the relations between
parameters of the theory, the first motion of the fields~f,s!
may occur either in thes-direction, as in the standard hybri
inflation scenario@9#, or in f direction, as in Refs.@13,14#.
However, in both cases the oscillations of the fieldf even-
tually become small, and all energy becomes concentrate
the oscillations of the fields, see Fig. 4.

Thus, just as in the casel@g2, the motion of the fields
eventually becomes essentially one-dimensional, but no

a-
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occurs in thes direction. The corresponding process is ve
similar to the one which occurs in new inflation. The osc
lations of the fields can be represented in the followin
way:

s

s0
511S~ t !sin m̄st. ~47!

This is a good approximation for the oscillations of thes
field with a small amplitudeS0!1, S(t)}1/t, see Fig. 4.

It is then possible to compute the production of partic
of both fields during thes-oscillations. Let us start with the
production of s-particles. Before the symmetry breakin
field starts oscillating, the fieldf has negligible amplitude
so we will assumef.0. The effective mass~20! of the field
s then becomes

ms
252M213l~s22s0

2!1h2
2^x2&,

.m̄s
2~113S sin m̄st !, ~48!

where ^x2&50 initially, and m̄s
2[2M2. Substituting back

into Eq. ~17!, we arrive at the Mathieu equation for the pr
duction ofs particles,

ck91@As~k!12qssin 2z#ck50, ~49!

wherez5m̄st/2 and1

As~k!5
2k2

a2M2 14, ~50!

qs56S. ~51!

Initially in our model we haveS.1/12, ^x2&50, so qs

56S.0.5, see Fig. 4. Fork.0, we are in the narrow region

1We have neglected theS2 and theF2 terms, which would have
contributed as higher harmonics and soon be completely irrelev

FIG. 4. The evolution after the end of inflation ofH/H0 , f/fc

ands/s0 , as a function of the number of oscillations of the fields,

N5m̄st/2p. This figure corresponds tol52310216, g51.4
31025, M5m51028 MP.
s

of the second resonance band,A54. There will be some
production ofs-particles but very soon the modes will red
shift away and production will shut down.

The effective mass off particles~19! for small f and
m!m̄f becomes

mf
2 5m21

g2M2

l
1g2~s22s0

2!1h1
2^x2&,

.m̄f
2 ~112S sin m̄st !, ~52!

where^x2&50 initially, andm̄f5gM/Al. This corresponds
to the Mathieu parameters

Af~k!5
2k2

a2M2 1
2g2

l
, ~53!

qf5
2g2

l
S. ~54!

Therefore, forS!1 one hasqf!Af(k). In this regime the
resonance is very narrow, and one does not expect a l
production off particles.

This conclusion remains valid for the perturbative dec
of the oscillating scalar fields as well. Indeed, the effective
mass of the fieldf particlesm̄f;gM/Al in the caseg2

@l is much greater than the mass of thes particles&M , so
the decay ofs particles tof particles is kinematically im-
possible. Thus, in this regime the fieldf cannot transfer its
energy tos particles. This is very similar to what happens
the caseg2!l, where the energy is concentrated in the o
cillating field f, which ~for g2!l! cannot decay tos par-
ticles, see the previous section.

Parametric resonance with production ofx particles in
principle could be possible. In the case where masses
particles near the minimum of the effective potential are
much greater thanH, one can ignore the smallf oscillations.
Then thex particle production is described by the Mathie
equation

Ẍk1F k2

a2 1h2
2s0

212h2
2s0

2S~ t !sin m̄st GXk50, ~55!

see@7#. A change of variablesm̄st52z2p/2 reduces Eq.
~55! to the Mathieu equation

Xk91@A~k!22q cos 2z#Xk50. ~56!

Here A(k)52k2/a2M212h2
2/l, q5(2h2

2/l)S, z5m̄st/2,
and primes denote differentiation with respect toz.

Note that q,A(k)S. In this case the Mathieu plot o
stability/instability bands shows that as soon as the am
tude of oscillations of the fields becomes much smaller tha
s0 , one hasS!1, which implies thatq!A(k). In this re-
gime the resonance is narrow, and preheating is not v
efficient@3#. In our caseS!1 from the very beginning of the
period of oscillations, andx particle production is inefficient.nt.
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It is possible in principle to conceive a scalar fieldx
which couples not tos but to the differences2s0 ,

mx
25h2

2~s2s0!2. ~57!

In such models production ofx-particle can be very efficient
Let us analyze this case is more detail here.

Substituting Eq.~57! into Eq. ~18!, we arrive at the
Mathieu equation for the production ofx particles, Eq.~35!,
with z5m̄st and

A~k!5
k2

a2m̄s
2

12q, ~58!

q5
h2

2M2

lm̄s
2

S2

4
. ~59!

Initially, ^x2&50, so q05(h2
2/l)(S2/8).(h2

2/l)1023, see
Fig. 4. Sincel!g2 in this case, we can easily getq0@1.
This ensures explosivex-particle production with a large ef
fective growth parametermk . As an example, we considere
a model with l52310216, h510g51.431025, M5m
51028 MP. We have found that the typical growth param
eter is rather large,m.0.13, and particle production is ver
efficient.

Note however that it is rather difficult~though not impos-
sible! to invent a realistic model wherex particles have
masses given by Eq.~57!. We have found that it is possibl
in the context of supersymmetric models, but it requires
plicit fine tuning of the superpotential of the theory. Thu
one may conclude that in a general class of hybrid inflat
models wherex particles acquire a massh2s0 after sponta-
neous symmetry breaking, preheating forl!g2 is ineffi-
cient. This question should be reexamined in the theo
with flat directions, and in the theories wherex particles
have small mass due to an accidental cancellation of
large contribution. Such a situation may not be entirely u
realistic; remember that the Higgs doublet of the stand
model has an extremely small mass as compared to the G
scale.

In the version of the hybrid inflation scenario which w
discussed until now the amplitude of oscillations of the fie
s was relatively small. However, our conclusions concern
parametric resonance forl!g2 can change considerably
one finds the models withM@H, which induce a quick end
of inflation and a large amplitude of oscillations of the fie
s after inflation. For example, one may consider a mo
with g51, l51022, m5103 GeV, M51.331011 GeV.
This gives H;23104 GeV, m̄f553107H and m̄s58
3106H. In such a model the amplitude of the oscillations
the field s is very large,S;1, see Fig. 5. Moreover, thi
amplitude will not be damped by the expansion of the u
verse during 106 oscillations of this field. As a result, in thi
model there will be a very efficient production ofs, f andx
particles in a broad resonance regime, see Figs. 6 and 7

These figures illustrate the growth of fluctuation negle
ing back reaction. In fact, preheating in this model is
efficient that it completes within few oscillations. Indeed,
us estimate how strong should be the growth ofnk in order to
-
,
n

s

o
-
d
T

g

l

f

-

-

t

transfer all energy of the oscillating scalar fields to s par-
ticles ~this is the leading process!. The initial energy density
of the field s is M4/4l. Each produced particle carries th
energy;m̄s;&M . This implies that one should havenk
;l21 in order to transfer all energy of oscillations intos
particles. The total duration of the process in terms of
number of oscillation N follows from the relation
exp(4pmN);l21, which givesN;(4pm)21 ln l21. For m
;0.3 andl;1022 one hasN5O(1), i.e. the whole process
finishes within one or two oscillations; the part of Figs. 6 a
7 at N@1 is redundant.

The unusual efficiency of the process ofs particle pro-
duction can be explained by the relatively large value of
coupling constantl and by the tachyonic instability of the
field at the first stages of its rolling down. A detailed theo
of this process will be considered elsewhere@19#. A simple
interpretation of our results is as follows.

The process of falling down of the fields in the regime
l!g2 occurs almost independently of the fieldf. The field
f triggers the process, but then the fields moves essentially
as a field falling down from the points50 in the theory
with the effective potentiall/(4)(s22s0)2. As we dis-
cussed in Sec. III, neglecting expansion of the universe, fl
tuations of the fields in the beginning of the process grow a
expAk22M2t. Initially, there was no homogeneous classic
field s; the whole process of spontaneous symmetry bre
ing occurs due to the growth of quantum fluctuations. T
value of the homogeneous mode^s& vanishes all the time;
spontaneous symmetry breaking occurs whenA^s2& created
by the instability approachess0 . As a result, already afte
the quarter of the first oscillation,A^s2& approachess0 , all
energy will be concentrated not in a homogeneous fields but
in its fluctuations with a wavelength l
;2pM 21 ln1/2 (4p2)/l, which is somewhat greater tha
M 21 @19#. In this sense one may even say that prehea
ends within one quarter of an oscillation. This, howev
would be not quite correct because after rolling there will
a stage of resonant production of particles with mome
comparable toM .

FIG. 5. The evolution after the end of inflation ofH/H0 , f/fc

and s/s0 , as a function ofN5m̄st/2p, in the caseM@H. Note
that the number of oscillations of the fields is aboutN/3, while the
amplitude of oscillations of both fields is large. This figure corr
sponds tol51022, g51, m5103 GeV, M51.331011 GeV.
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We should emphasize, however, that here again we
not with the decay of the fields to other particles, but with a
rapid process of transformation of the energy of the class
field s to the energy ofs particles. The subsequent decay
these particles occurs in accordance with the elemen
theory of reheating@2#.

Let us now briefly discuss the case when the two c
plings g2 andl are of similar magnitude.

C. Caseg2.l

This case corresponds to the simplest supergravity hy
inflation model@17,20,21#, based on a superpotential of th
type

W5S~kf̄f2m2! ~60!

which induces a scalar potential with self-couplingl5k2 for
the triggering field f, and couples the two fields with

FIG. 6. The top panel shows the exponential growth of the

cupation numbernk of s particles, as a function ofN5m̄st/2p, for
k50.43M and the parameters of Fig. 5. It acquires a typical grow
parametermk.0.3 during the last stages of preheating. The low
panel shows the occupation numbernk of f particles, for k
50.2M . The growth parameter is an order of magnitude smal
mk.0.023, in this case. The dashed line shows the oscillation
the fields. The upper panel shows 10s/s0 , while the lower panel
showss/s0 . The number of thes field oscillations differs from

N5m̄st/2p because the oscillations are not harmonic.
al

al
f
ry

-

id

strengthg25k2, see Eq.~1!. Thus, we have the same cou
pling, l5g2, as one should expect from supersymme
universality.2

In this case, the motion is always two-dimensional in t
~s,f! field space: the fieldf oscillates around zero while th
field s oscillates arounds0 , with similar amplitudes but
varying frequencies, see Fig. 8. Since the fields are coup
their effective masses also vary. This induces the cha
behavior of the fields shown in Fig. 8.3 We have taken as
parameters, l5g251026, M51026 MP, m52
310210 MP. The amplitude of the fields takes many osc
lations to decrease significantly, e.g. afterN550, the ampli-
tude of thef field is still of order 1/2, although after on
e-fold ~corresponding here toN.340 oscillations of thes
field! it decays like 1/t with amplitudeF0;1/5. Meanwhile
its frequency is rather chaotic for the firste-fold, as one can

2This is not a general rule. For example, it is not necessarily t
in D-term hybrid inflation@22#, where the couplingsg2 andl come
from the F and the D terms respectively.

3For a general discussion of chaos hybrid inflation and in preh
ing, respectively, see Refs.@23# and @7, 24#.

-

h
r

r,
of

FIG. 7. The top panel shows the occupation numbernk of x

particles as a function ofN5m̄st/2p, for k50.2M , h150.3,
h251 and the parameters of Fig. 5. It acquires a typical grow
parameterm.0.03 during the last stages of preheating. The low
panel shows the same as above but forh15h251. The growth
parameter is somewhat smaller,m.0.013, in this case. The dashe
line showss/s0 .
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57 6085PREHEATING IN HYBRID INFLATION
appreciate in Fig. 8, but eventually regularizes and beco
oscillatory, while the rate of expansion approaches the u
dust dominated behavior,e52Ḣ/H253/2. This can be ap-
preciated in Fig. 9.

Even though initially the chaotic behavior of the field
oscillations prevents any particle production, as soon as t
behavior becomes regular~after about 1e-fold! the ampli-
tude of the oscillations is large enough~thanks to the fact
that it has not decreased significantly during the chaotic m
tion! that one may have some parametric resonance.

Like in the previous case (g2@l), a new fieldx could
couple tos andf with potential~15!. Sinces acquires the
vacuum expectation values0 , we have to suppress the co
pling to s in order to induce parametric resonance ofx-
particles. In this case, sinceg25l, the condition~33! be-
comes h1@h2 . Eventually the amplitude of the fieldf
oscillations will decrease toF(t),h2 /h1 and the explosive
production will end. The Mathieu equation is the same as
the previous case, see Eq.~35!, with occupation number~38!
and frequency~39!.

We have taken in this caseh2.0 andh15431023, and

FIG. 8. The top panel shows the motion of the two scalar fie
in the plane (s/s0 ,f/fc). The lower panel shows the evolutio
after the end of inflation ofH/H0 , f/fc ands/s0 , as a function of

the number of oscillations of the fields, N5m̄st/2p. It is clear that
for the first dozens of oscillations, the behavior of both fields
extremely chaotic, and the amplitude of the fields decreases ra
slowly compared to previous cases. These figures correspond t
parametersl5g251026, M51026 MP, m52310210 MP.
es
al

ir
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n

found explosive production ofx-particles, see Fig. 10. Note
the initial plateau, as the chaotic behavior off prevents a
significant production ofx-particles. Eventually, the stochas
tic resonance regime begins, but the growth indexmk
.0.03 associated with the modek5M at the last stages o
reheating is not as large as in the previous cases.

Back reaction of the producedx-particles on the oscilla-
tions of thef-field will become important at timet1 , given
by Eq. ~40!, when the expectation value of thex-field be-
comes

^x2&1.
m̄f

2

h1
2 5

M2

h1
2 , ~61!

and the fieldf acquires a large mass;h1
2^x2&1 . Particle

production still continues until the effectiveq parameter en-
ters the narrow resonance regime,q&1/4 @7#.

Symmetry restoration, if it exists, depends only on t
couplings ofx to f ands, see Eq.~46!,

FIG. 9. The evolution of the parametere52Ḣ/H2 after the
phase transition in the caseg25l. The dust dominated era,e
53/2, is approached rather chaotically after many field oscillatio
although in less than onee-fold.

FIG. 10. The exponential growth of the occupation numbernk

of x-particles as a function of the number of oscillations of the fie

s, N5m̄st/2p, for k5M and the parameters of Fig. 8. One ca
distinguish here the chaotic plateau followed by the broad stoc
tic resonance regime. It acquires a typical growth parametem
.0.03 during the last stages of preheating.
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q1
1/2.

h1
2

4h2
2 @1. ~62!

Although difficult, this condition could still be satisfied.
In this special case, there is also a small production

s-particles, due to the oscillations of the homogeneouss and
f-fields. The effective mass~20! of thes-fluctuations in this
case is

ms
25m̄s

21g2f213l~s22s0
2!, ~63!

5m̄s
21M2F2sin2m̄ft

13M2~2S sin m̄st1S2sin2m̄st !, ~64!

where we have used Eqs.~24! and ~47!.
Since m̄f

2 5g2M2/l.M2 and m̄s
252M2, the effective

mass~63! oscillates with various frequencies. In this cas
we cannot neglect the terms proportional toF2 and S2,
since they are not small and represent the oscillations of
two background fields. Initially, the motion is chaotic and
parametric resonance is possible. Eventually, oscillations
come more regular, when the amplitude of oscillations is s
large, S;1/2 andF;1/3. Then the Mathieu equation fo
the production ofs particles becomes

ck91@As~k!12qssin 2z#ck50, ~65!

wherez5m̄st/2 and

As~k!5
4k2

a2m̄s
2

14, ~66!

qs5
12M2

m̄s
2

S. ~67!

Initially we can neglect back reaction, andm̄s
252M2. In this

caseqs56S0.3, see Fig. 8b. There will be a slight produ

FIG. 11. The exponential growth of the occupation numbernk

of s-particles as a function of the number of oscillations of the fi

s, N5m̄st/2p, for k5M and the parameters of Fig. 8. One c
only distinguish here the narrow resonance regime. It acquire
typical growth parameterm.0.01 during the last stages of prehea
ing.
f

,

e

e-
ll

tion of s-particles, as can be seen in Fig. 11. However,
effective growth parametermk.0.01 is never large enoug
to dominate the decay of thes-field. Back reaction will be
dominated by thex-particle production, certainly not bys-
particle production.

The existence of the regime of chaotic oscillations may
important in application to realistic models of hybrid infla
tion. For example, recently it was argued that in hybrid
flation scenario based on theSU(5) model, spontaneou
symmetry breaking has a tendency to occur in the direc
with a ‘‘wrong’’ type of symmetry breakingSU(4)
3U(1), which was considered as a problem of this scena
@25#. However, an analogous result is true even for the st
dard high temperature phase transitions in theSU(5) @26#,
where the phase transition is typically first order, and
bubbles of the phaseSU(4)3U(1) form much more often
than the bubbles of the phaseSU(3)3SU(2)3U(1) @27#.
Still, the universe may eventually end up in the prop
vacuum stateSU(3)3SU(2)3U(1), after the bubbles of
the phaseSU(3)3SU(2)3U(1) ‘‘eat’’ the bubbles of all
other phases@27,1#. Similarly, the phase transition in th
SU(5) version of the hybrid inflation model may be fir
order, with several different phases being produced. T
one should study the equilibrium between these phases.
even if the phase transition is second order, as in the simp
model considered above, one may wonder whether the
otic behavior of the scalar fieldsf ands may split the uni-
verse into many domains with different types of symme
breaking. Then one should study which of these doma
will eventually survive. This process becomes even m
complicated if one studies back reaction ofx particles pro-
duced during preheating on the shape of the effective po
tial. The best way to investigate this issue is to use latt
simulations@12,19#.

V. REHEATING IN HYBRID MODELS WITH TWO
STAGES OF INFLATION

So far we have studied the generic behavior of prehea
in various hybrid inflation models. We see that in some
them it is indeed possible to produce large amounts of p
ticles in an explosive way and thus reheat the universe ra
efficiently. In all models which we studied so far inflatio
ends at the moment when the fieldf reaches its critical value
fc and a phase transition with the generation of the class
field s occurs.

However, this is not the most general situation. There
some hybrid inflation models where inflation ends before
phase transition, see e.g. Refs.@20,21#. There is also an in-
teresting class of models where inflation continues fo
while after the phase transition@13,14#. This happens if the
symmetry breaking field has a vacuum expectation va
s0;MP, and a mass of orderM;1 TeV. This requires an
extremely small parameterl!g2. As a consequence, afte
the phase transition atf5fc , the symmetry breaking field
slowly rolls down its potential while still inflating the uni
verse, until it starts oscillating arounds0 , ending inflation.
The amplitude of oscillations is very small compared w
s0 , i.e. S!1.

As we already discussed in Sec. IV B, in this case p
heating is inefficient unless there exists a fieldx strongly

a
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coupled tos, which, however, does not acquire mass grea
thanM after spontaneous symmetry breaking. It is especi
difficult to arrange it in the case under consideration, beca
the amplitude of spontaneous symmetry breaking is;MP,
which is 16 orders of magnitude greater thanM . Thus one
may expect that even a very weak interaction of the fields
with x will make the fieldx too heavy. In Sec. IV B we
mentioned that it is possible to have light particles which
strongly coupled to the fields, but it requires either fine
tuning or introduction of flat directions. We will not discus
this possibility here.

Now let us consider a possibility of a perturbative dec
of the oscillations of the fields. In general, this proces
could be efficient if this field has a renormalizable interact
with some light fields, with a large coupling constanta2.
However, there are two problems associated with this po
bility. First of all, as we just mentioned, such an interacti
typically makes the fields interacting with the fields ex-
tremely heavy, with a mass;as0;aMP. Such particles
cannot be produced by perturbative decay of the parti
with mass M;1 TeV unless a is extremely small,a
,10216. But in this case the decay rate is extremely sm
too.

However, even if one finds a way to have some lig
particles strongly coupled to the fields, its decay still occurs
very slowly. Indeed, suppose that the decay rateG is very
large, G;M . Then naively one could expect that the fie
decays within the timeDt;G21;M 21, which is of the
same order of magnitude as the Hubble constant at the en
inflation in this model. In such a case the energy density
the oscillating scalar fieldrs;M2s0

2;M2MP
2 would be rap-

idly converted to the thermal energy;T4, which would heat
the universe up to the temperatureTr;1021AMMP;107M
@7#. However, this is hardly possible. Indeed, strongly int
acting particles in thermal equilibrium typically acquire e
fective mass;T. As soon as this mass becomes compara
to M , reheating shuts down.

As a result, instead of rapidly reaching the temperat
Tr;1021AMMP, the universe remains at the nearly const
temperatureT;M;1 TeV. The decay of the fields contin-
ues for a very long time, until the energy density of this fie
drops down fromM2MP

2 to M4; see Ref.@28# for a discus-
sion of a similar effect. Thus, reheating temperature in t
model may be very small; reheating may end just before
electroweak phase transition or even after it. This may h
important implications for the theory of baryogenesis and
the cosmological moduli problem.

But the situation may be even more interesting and co
plicated. Indeed, as was noted in Ref.@13#, the existence of a
second stage of inflation in this model may produce a v
narrow peak in the spectrum of density perturbations. A f
ther investigation of this issue have shown that this peak i
fact much higher than originally expected, see Ref.@14#. The
density perturbations corresponding to this peak may lea
a copious black hole production even if the universe a
inflation rapidly enters the radiation dominated stage. Ho
ever, this effect becomes even much more pronounced if
universe for a long time remains matter dominated, beca
without radiation pressure there is nothing to prevent gra
tational collapse. Therefore even if the peak in spectrum
r
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density perturbations is not very high, it may still lead to
copious black hole formation.

If our analysis of reheating in this model is correct, th
reheating completes at a time which is at least 16 order
magnitude longer than the age of the universe at the en
inflation. All this time the universe remains matter dom
nated. In this case we expect a huge number of black h
with a narrow range of masses to be produced soon a
inflation, so that most of the matter after inflation will be
the form of primordial black holes. If the second stage
inflation is prolonged, the masses of the black holes will
extremely large, which will lead to unacceptable cosmolo
cal consequences. However, for a wide range of the par
eters the second stage of inflation will be relatively short.
such a case the black hole masses will be very small,
they will evaporate before primordial nucleosynthesis. T
peak in the spectrum of density perturbations in this mode
very narrow. As a result, all black holes will have mass
the same order of magnitude. Evaporation of these bl
holes will happen almost simultaneously, at the time rela
to their mass. This process will produce all the radiation a
matter we see in the universe today@14#.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we considered the initial stages of rehea
in the hybrid inflation scenario. We have found that in ce
tain cases this process begins with a stage of parametric r
nance. In such a situation the standard perturbative appro
to the theory of reheating should be considerably modifi
But even in the situations where preheating is inefficien
detailed investigation of the behavior of the coupled syst
of two fieldsf ands is necessary for a proper investigatio
of the perturbative reheating regime. For example, as
have shown, forl@g2 all energy after inflation is stored in
the oscillations of the fieldf, so one should study perturba
tive or nonperturbative decay of this field. Forl!g2 all
energy is stored in the oscillations of the fields, so one
should study its decay. Meanwhile forl;g2 the fields enter
a regime of chaotic oscillations where energy density
transferred back and force between the fieldsf ands. Inves-
tigation of this regime may be interesting not only for th
investigation of reheating, but also for the study of symme
breaking pattern in realistic models of hybrid inflation. W
have found that preheating can be very efficient if the eff
tive masses of the fieldsf ands are much greater than th
Hubble constant at the end of inflation, or if these fields
coupled to other light scalar~or vector! fields x.

In addition to the simplest hybrid inflation scenario@9#,
we also studied a recently proposed scenario with two sta
of inflation @13,14#. Rather unexpectedly, we found that pr
heating, as well as the standard mechanism of reheating
this scenario is extremely inefficient. In such a situation,
heating may occur in a very unusual way, via formation
primordial black holes and their subsequent evaporat
Even though this process may seem somewhat exotic, it
be the leading mechanism of reheating in inflationary mod
with a peak in the spectrum of density perturbations@14#, as
well as in a much more general class of hybrid inflationa
models with a blue spectrum of density perturbations.
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